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We show that the minimum Renyi entropy output of a quantum channel is locally additive for
Renyi parameter α > 1. While our work extends the results of [11] (in which local additivity
was proven for α = 1), it is based on several new techniques that incorporate the multiplicative
nature of ℓp-norms, in contrast to the additivity property of the von-Neumann entropy. Our results
demonstrate that the counterexamples to the Renyi additivity conjectures exhibit purely global
effects of quantum channels. Interestingly, the approach presented here can not be extended to
Renyi entropies with parameter α < 1.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental questions in quantum information theory concerns the ability to send information over
a noisy quantum communication channel [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14–16, 19–21, 23–25]. Unlike classical channels, quantum
channels exhibits an unintuitive phenomenon in which the optimal rate to transmit reliably classical or quantum
information is not additive under taking tensor products of two (or more) quantum channels [14, 25]. The question
of whether the product state classical capacity (i.e. Holevo capacity) is additive or not was an open problem for
more than a decade and was shown by Shor [24] to be equivalent to three other additivity conjectures; namely, the
additivity of entanglement of formation, the strong super-additivity of entanglement of formation, and the additivity
of the minimum entropy output of a quantum channel.
The discovery that all these quantities are not additive [14] left with it key problems in the field wide open. One
such problem is how much entanglement between input signal states is needed to violate additivity. A partial answer
for that was given in recent work [9, 11], where it was shown that the minimum entropy output of a quantum channel
is locally additive. This result indicated that while entanglement is needed to violate additivity, arbitrarily small
amount of entanglement will not be sufficient. Here we extend this result by showing that the minimum Renyi output
entropies with parameter α greater than 1 are also locally additive. However, unlike the von-Neumann entropy
(α = 1), for α > 1 the Renyi entropies are given in terms of the log of the α-norms (also known as ℓp-norms, where for
notational convenience we rename p = α presently) which are multiplicative under tensor product. Therefore, in order
to prove local multiplicativity of the output α-norms of a quantum channel, it is not possible to use exactly the same
techniques as those used in the case α = 1 since the latter relied heavily on the additive nature of the von-Neumann
entropy.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide the precise definition of local additivity, including
notations and preliminaries that will be used in the subsequent sections. Section III is devoted to the statement
and proof of the main result. The proof of the main result is based on 3 substantial lemmas that will be proved in
Sections IV, V, and VI. Finally, in Section VII we end with a few concluding remarks.
II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Quantum channels are described in terms of completely-positive trace preserving linear maps (CPT maps). A CPT
mapN : Hdin → Hdout takes the set of din×din Hermitian matricesHdin to a subset of the set of all dout×dout Hermitian
matricesHdout . Any finite dimensional quantum channel can be characterized in terms of a unitary embedding followed
by a partial trace (the Stinespring dilation theorem): for any CPT map N there exists an ancillary space of Hermitian
matrices HE such that
N (ρ) = TrE
[
U(ρ⊗ |0〉E〈0|)U †
]
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2where ρ ∈ Hdin and U is a unitary matrix mapping states |ψ〉|0〉E with |ψ〉 ∈ Hdin to Hdout ⊗HE .
For α ≥ 0, the minimum α-Renyi entropy output of a quantum channel N is defined by
Sminα (N ) ≡ min
ρ∈Hdin,+,1
Sα (N (ρ)) , (1)
where Hdin,+,1 ⊂ Hdin is the set of all din × din positive semi-definite matrices with trace = 1 (i.e. density matrices),
and
Sα(ρ) ≡ 1
1− α logTr(ρ
α)
is the α-Renyi entropy with 0 ≤ α ≤ ∞, where for α = 0, 1,∞ the Renyi entropies are defined in terms of the limits.
For 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 the Renyi entropies are concave in ρ, and therefore it follows that the minimization can be taken over
all rank one matrices ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| in Hdin,+,1. While for α > 1 the Renyi entropy is not concave in general (only Schur
concave), we can still take the minimization over rank-1 matrices since the α-norm ‖ρ‖α = [Tr(ρα)]1/α is convex for
α ≥ 1. To see why, note that for ρ =∑j pj |ψj〉〈ψj |, we have ‖N (ρ)‖α ≤∑j pj‖N (|ψj〉〈ψj |)‖α, so that
Sα (N (ρ)) = α
1− α log ‖N (ρ)‖α ≥
α
1− α log
∑
j
pj‖N (|ψj〉〈ψj |)‖α
≥ α
1− α logmaxj ‖N (|ψj〉〈ψj |)‖α = minj Sα (N (|ψj〉〈ψj |)) .
Therefore, for all 0 ≤ α ≤ ∞ the minimum in (1) can be taken over all rank 1 matrices in Hdin,+,1.
For any such rank one density matrix ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| we can define a bipartite pure state |Ψ〉 = U |ψ〉|0〉E in the bipartite
subspace K ≡ {|Ψ〉∣∣ |ψ〉 ∈ Hdin}. Therefore, the minimum Renyi entropy output of the channel N can be expressed
in terms of the Renyi entanglement of the bipartite subspace K defined by
Eα(K) ≡ min
|φ〉∈K , ‖φ‖=1
Eα(|φ〉) ,
where Eα(|φ〉) ≡ Sα (TrE(|φ〉〈φ|)) is the Renyi entropy of entanglement. In [12] it was pointed out that Eα(K) = 0
unless dimK ≤ (dout− 1)(dimHE − 1). This claim follows directly from the fact that the number of (bipartite) states
in an unextendible product basis is at least dout + dimHE − 1, cf. [3].
With these notations, the non-additivity of the minimum Renyi entropy output of a quantum channel is equivalent
to the existence of two subspaces K1 ⊂ Cn1 ⊗ Cm1 and K2 ⊂ Cn2 ⊗ Cm2 such that
Eα(K1 ⊗K1) < Eα(K1) + Eα(K2) .
Local Minimum/Maximum
Let K ⊂ Cn⊗Cm be a subspace of bipartite entangled states. Since the bipartite Hilbert space Cn⊗Cm is isomorphic
to the Hilbert space of all n ×m complex matrices Cn×m, we can view any bipartite state |ψ〉AB = ∑i,j xij |i〉|j〉 in
K as an n ×m matrix x. The reduced density matrix of |ψ〉AB is then given by ρr ≡ TrB |ψ〉AB〈ψ| = xx∗, and the
α-Renyi entropy of entanglement of |ψ〉AB is given by
Eα(x) ≡ 1
1− α logTr[(xx
∗)α] . (2)
In our notations, instead of using a dagger, we use x∗ to denote the hermitian conjugate of the matrix x.
Since the log function is continuous and monotonic, instead of showing that Eα is locally additive for α > 1, we
will show that
Qα(x) = Tr[(xx
∗)α]
is locally multiplicative.
If x ∈ K is a local minimum of Eα in K (i.e. x ∈ K is a local maximum of Qα in K), then there exists a
neighbourhood of x in K such that x is the minimum in that neighbourhood. Any state in a neighbourhood of x can
be written as ax + by, where a, b ∈ C and y ∈ K is a matrix orthogonal to x; i.e. Tr(xy∗) = 0. We also assume that
the state is normalized so that |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. Now, since the function Eα(x) (or Qα(x)) is independent of a global
3phase, we can assume that a is a positive real number. We can also assume that b is real since we can absorb its phase
into y (adding a phase to y will not change its orthogonality to x). Thus, any normalized state in a neighbourhood
of x can be written as
x+ ty√
1 + t2
with Tr(xy∗) = 0 ,
where t ≡ b/a is a small real number and y is normalized (i.e. Tr(yy∗) = 1).
Definition 1.
(a) A matrix x ∈ K is said to be a critical point of Qα(x) in K if
DyQα(x) ≡ d
dt
Qα
(
x+ ty√
1 + t2
) ∣∣∣
t=0
= 0 ∀ y ∈ x⊥
where the notation DyQα(x) indicates that we are taking the directional derivative of Qα in the direction of y, and
x⊥ ⊂ K denotes the subspace of all the matrices y in K for which Tr(xy∗) = 0.
(b) A matrix x ∈ K is said to be a non-degenerate local maximum of Qα(x) in K if it is critical and
D2yQα(x) ≡
d2
dt2
Qα
(
x+ ty√
1 + t2
) ∣∣∣
t=0
< 0 ∀ y ∈ x⊥.
(This is a maximum for Qα, which gives a minimum for Eα, since
1
1−α < 0.) Moreover, a critical x ∈ K is said to be
degenerate if there exists at least one direction y such that D2yQα(x) = 0.
To be clear: local additivity of Eα is the statement that if x
A and xB are local minima for Eα in two subspaces KA
and KB, then xA ⊗ xB is a local minimum for Eα in KA ⊗KB. We make this completely precise (also considering a
subtle point of degenerate local minima) in Theorem 1 below.
In our calculations we will assume that x is diagonal (or equivalently, the bipartite state x that represents is given in
its Schmidt form). This assumption results in no loss of generality, due to the singular value decomposition theorem;
namely, we can always find unitary matrices u ∈ Cn×n and v ∈ Cm×m such that uxv is an n ×m diagonal matrix
with non-negative real numbers (the singular values of x) on the diagonal. Since Eα(x) = Eα(uxv), we can assume
without loss of generality that x is a diagonal matrix.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we state and prove the main result of this paper. The proof is based on 3 lemmas that will be proved
in 3 subsequent sections.
Theorem 1. Let KA and KB be two subspaces of n1 ×m1 and n2 ×m2 complex matrices, respectively. Let xA and
xB be two normalized complex matrices in KA and KB , respectively. Then, for α > 1:
(a) If xA and xB are non-degenerate local minima of Eα in KA and KB , respectively, then xA ⊗ xB is a
non-degenerate local minimum of Eα in KA ⊗KB.
(b) If xA and xB are local minima of Eα in KA and KB , with at least one of them being non-degenerate, then
xA ⊗ xB is a local minimum of Eα in KA ⊗KB.
Implicit in the above theorem is the fact that if xA and xB are critical points of Eα in KA and KB , respectively,
then xA ⊗ xB is a critical point of Eα in KA ⊗KB. This fact was observed in [6] (see also [22]), and was later stated
in [9]. It follows from the linearity in y of the condition given in Eq. (30) (see the next section) for critical points. We
will therefore focus in this section on the higher order directional derivatives of Eα (or equivalently of Qα).
For the proof of Theorem 1, we can assume without loss of generality that n1 = m1, n2 = m2, by padding the
matrices with extra rows/columns of 0s. From the singular valued decomposition (see the argument below Definition 1)
we can assume without loss of generality that xA = diag{√p1, . . . ,√pn1} and xB = diag{√q1, . . . ,√qn2}, where pj
and qk are non-negative and
∑n1
j=1 pi =
∑n2
k=1 qj = 1.
We first assume that both xA and xB are non-degenerate local maxima of Qα. We need to show that D
2
yQα(x) < 0
for all y ∈ x⊥, where x ≡ xA ⊗ xB . The most general y ∈ (xA ⊗ xB)⊥ can be written as
y = c1x
A ⊗ yB + c2yA ⊗ xB + c3y′ , (3)
4where yA ∈ (xA)⊥, yB ∈ (xB)⊥, and y′ ∈ (xA)⊥⊗(xB)⊥ are all normalized. The numbers cj can be chosen to be real
because we can absorb their phases into yA, yB, and y′. They also satisfy c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3 = 1, so that y is normalized.
Lemma 2. If xA and xB are critical points, then
D2yQα(x) = c
2
1D
2
xA⊗yBQα(x) + c
2
2D
2
yA⊗xBQα(x) + c
2
3D
2
y′Qα(x). (4)
It is therefore enough to consider the three directions xA ⊗ yB, yA ⊗ xB and y′ separately. We will show that in
each of this directions, the second order derivatives D2xA⊗yBQα(x), D
2
yA⊗xBQα(x), and D
2
y′Qα(x) are all negative, so
that D2yQα(x) < 0.
Consider first the simple case where y = xA ⊗ yB. Here we have
Qα
(
x+ ty√
1 + t2
)
= Qα
(
xA ⊗ x
B + tyB√
1 + t2
)
= Qα
(
xA
)
Qα
(
xB + tyB√
1 + t2
)
. (5)
Since xB is a non-degenerate local maximum, and Qα(x
A) > 0, we must have D2yQα(x) < 0 for y = x
A ⊗ yB. The
case y = yA ⊗ xB is similar.
Consider now the case in which y ∈ (xA)⊥ ⊗ (xB)⊥. To prove that D2yQα(x) < 0 in this case, we will use the
following explicit computation.
Lemma 3. Let x ∈ K ⊂ Cn×n and y ∈ x⊥ both normalized. Denote the eigenvalues of ρ ≡ xx∗ by {pj}nj=1, and
decompose the complex matrix y = w + iz such that the n× n matrices w and z are both Hermitian. Then
1
2α
D2yQα(x) = −Tr [ρα] + Tr
[
wΦ−ρ (w) + zΦ
+
ρ (z)
]
, (6)
where Φ±ρ are self-adjoint linear maps acting on the Hilbert space of n × n complex matrices (equipped with the
Hilbert-Schmidt inner product), defined by the following Hadamard product:
[
Φ±ρ (y)
]
jk
≡ φ±jk yjk where φ±jk ≡
p
α−1/2
j ± pα−1/2k
p
1/2
j ± p1/2k
. (7)
Furthermore, if pj = pk then φ
+
jk = p
α−1
j and φ
−
jk = (2α− 1)pα−1j .
Note that the second order derivative is well behaved even if some pj are zero. Now, denote by ρ
A ≡ xAxA∗ and
ρB ≡ xBxB∗ the two density matrices associated with the two local maxima. From the lemma above it follows that
D2yQα(x
A ⊗ xB) < 0 for all y ∈ (xA)⊥ ⊗ (xB)⊥ if and only if
Tr
[
wΦ−ρA⊗ρB (w) + zΦ
+
ρA⊗ρB (z)
]
< Tr [(ρA)α]Tr [(ρB)α] , ∀ y = w + iz ∈ (xA)⊥ ⊗ (xB)⊥ . (8)
Since xA and xB are local maxima of Qα in their respective subspaces, it follows that both D
2
yAQα(x
A) < 0 and
D2iyAQα(x
A) < 0, since both yA and iyA belong to
(
xA
)⊥
. In particular,
0 >
1
4α
(
D2yAQα(x
A) +D2iyAQα(x
A)
)
= −Tr [(ρA)α] + 1
2
Tr
[
wA
(
Φ−
ρA
+Φ+
ρA
)
(wA) + zA
(
Φ−
ρA
+Φ+
ρA
)
(zA)
]
= −Tr [(ρA)α] + Tr
[
yA∗
(
Φ−ρA +Φ
+
ρA
)
(yA)
]
(9)
where the last equality follows from the self-adjointness of Φ−
ρA
+ Φ+
ρA
with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner
product, and the decomposition yA = wA+ izA where wA and zA are Hermitian. We therefore arrive at the following
inequalities:
Tr
[
yA∗
(
Φ−
ρA
+Φ+
ρA
)
(yA)
]
< Tr [(ρA)α] ∀ yA ∈ (xA)⊥
Tr
[
yB∗
(
Φ−ρB +Φ
+
ρB
)
(yB)
]
< Tr [(ρB)α] ∀ yB ∈ (xB)⊥ . (10)
In the final step towards the proof of the theorem, we will be using the following key operator estimate.
5Lemma 4. Let Ψ be the self-adjoint linear operator acting on KA ⊗KB, given by the following Hadamard product:
[Ψ(y)]jk,ℓm = ψjk,ℓm yjk,ℓm (11)
where
ψjk,ℓm = (φ
+A
jℓ + φ
−A
jℓ )(φ
+B
km + φ
−B
km ) =
pαj − pαℓ
pj − pℓ
qαk − qαm
qk − qm (12)
and {pj} and {qk} are the eigenvalues of ρA and ρB. Then
Φ±ρA⊗ρB ≤ Ψ . (13)
With this lemma at hand, we are ready to prove inequality (8), and thus Theorem 1(a). First, observe that
Tr
[
wΦ−
ρA⊗ρB
(w) + zΦ+
ρA⊗ρB
(z)
]
≤ Tr [wΨ(w) + zΨ(z)] = Tr [y∗Ψ(y)] . (14)
Now, note that any y ∈ (xA)⊥ ⊗ (xB)⊥ has a Schmidt decomposition given by
y =
∑
i
riy
A
i ⊗ yBi , (15)
where
Tr[yAi y
A∗
i′ ] = Tr[y
B
i y
B∗
i′ ] = δii′ , (16)
and ri are real non-negative numbers such that
∑
i r
2
i = 1. Therefore, substituting (15) into the right-hand-side
of (14) gives
Tr [y∗Ψ(y)] =
∑
i,i′
riri′ Tr
[
yA∗i′ ⊗ yB∗i′ Ψ(yAi ⊗ yBi )
]
=
∑
i,i′
riri′

∑
j,ℓ
(
yA∗i′
)
jℓ
(
yAi
)
ℓj
(
φ+Ajℓ + φ
−A
jℓ
)∑
k,m
(
yB∗i′
)
km
(
yBi
)
mk
(
φ+Bkm + φ
−B
km
)
=
∑
i,i′
riri′ Tr
[
yA∗i′
(
Φ−
ρA
+Φ+
ρA
)
(yAi )
]
Tr
[
yB∗i′
(
Φ−
ρB
+Φ+
ρB
)
(yBi )
]
.
Now, denote
Ai′i ≡ Tr
[
yA∗i′
(
Φ−
ρA
+Φ+
ρA
)
(yAi )
]
,
Bi′i ≡ Tr
[
yB∗i′
(
Φ−ρB +Φ
+
ρB
)
(yBi )
]
. (17)
Since the operators Φ−
ρA
+Φ+
ρA
and Φ−
ρB
+Φ+
ρB
are self-adjoint, the matrices A and B are Hermitian. Inequality (10)
then gives the following upper bounds.
Lemma 5. The Hermitian matrices A,B above satisfy
0 ≤ A < Tr [(ρA)α] and 0 ≤ B < Tr [(ρB)α].
Proof. Fix a unit vector v = [vi]; the claim is that 0 ≤ 〈v,Av〉 < Tr [(ρA)α] (and similarly for B and ρB). Note that
〈v,Av〉 =
∑
i,i′
vi′viAi′i =
∑
i,i′
vi′viTr
[
yA∗i′
(
Φ−ρA +Φ
+
ρA
)
(yAi )
]
= Tr

∑
i,i′
(vi′y
A
i′ )
∗
(
Φ−ρA +Φ
+
ρA
)
(viy
A
i )

 = Tr [yA∗ (Φ−ρA +Φ+ρA
)
(yA)
]
,
where yA =
∑
i viyi. From (16), it follows that y
A is also a unit vector; it is in the subspace (xA)⊥ (being a
linear combination of yi that are in this subspace). Note that the RHS of the equation above is non-negative since
(pαj − pαk )/(pj − pk) ≥ 0 for all j, k. The rest of the statement of the lemma now follows by (10) (the case for B and
ρB is similar).
6Now, diagonalize A and B: A = U∗DAU and B = V ∗DBV where U and V are unitary matrices and DA and DB
are diagonal matrices. Lemma 5 shows that the diagonal entries of DA are all less than Tr [(ρA)α], and the diagonal
entries of DB are all less than Tr [(ρB)α]. With this in mind, we get
Tr [y∗Ψ(y)] =
∑
i,i′
riri′Ai′iBi′i =
∑
i,i′
riri′
∑
k
U∗i′kD
A
kkUki
∑
j
V ∗i′jD
B
jjVji
=
∑
j,k
DAkkD
B
jj
∑
i,i′
riri′U
∗
i′kUkiV
∗
i′jVji.
Note that the internal sum can be written as
∑
i,i′
riri′U
∗
i′kUkiV
∗
i′jVji =
∑
i
riUkiVji
∑
i′
ri′U
∗
i′kV
∗
i′j =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
riUkiVji
∣∣∣∣∣
2
.
In particular, the internal sum is positive. Hence, using Lemma 5, we have
Tr [y∗Ψ(y)] =
∑
k,j
DAkkD
B
jj
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
riUkiVji
∣∣∣∣∣
2
< Tr [(ρA)α]Tr [(ρB)α]
∑
j,k
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
riUkiVji
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (18)
Finally, we may again expand this sum. Using the unitarity of U and V , we find
∑
j,k
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
riUkiVji
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
i,i′,j,k
riri′U
∗
i′kUkiV
∗
i′jVji =
∑
i,i′
riri′δi′iδi′i =
∑
i
r2i = 1.
Combining this with (18) yields Tr [y∗Ψ(y)] < Tr [(ρA)α]Tr [(ρB)α]. This, combined with (14), proves (8), concluding
the proof of part (a) of the theorem.
To prove part (b), we assume w.l.o.g. that xA is a strict (i.e. non-degenerate) local maximum of Qα, and x
B is a
degenerate local maximum of Qα. We therefore have
D2yAQα(x
A) < 0 ∀ yA ∈ (xA)⊥
D2yBQα(x
B) ≤ 0 ∀ yB ∈ (xB)⊥. (19)
First note that from (5) it follows that xA⊗xB is a degenerate local maximum of Qα (recall α > 1) in any direction
of the form y = xA ⊗ yB, with yB ∈ (xB)⊥. Similar arguments shows that xA ⊗ xB is a non-degenerate local
maximum of Qα in any direction of the form y = y
A⊗xB where yA ∈ (xA)⊥. It is therefore left to consider directions
y ∈ (xA)⊥⊗ (xB)⊥. In these directions xA⊗xB is a non-degenerate local maximum of Qα since D2yQα(xA⊗xB) < 0
for y ∈ (xA)⊥ ⊗ (xB)⊥. To see this, note that (18) still holds with strict inequality since the first equation of (10)
still holds, while the second equation of (10) holds with ≤ sign. This concludes the proof of part (b) of the theorem.
IV. PROOF LEMMA 3
A. Linearization
Let x, y ∈ K ⊂ Cn×n. We define two Hermitian matrices X and Y in C2n×2n corresponding to x and y, respectively:
X =
[
0 x
x∗ 0
]
and Y =
[
0 y
y∗ 0
]
, (20)
where 0 stands for the n× n zero matrix. Note that Tr(X2) = Tr(Y 2) = 2 if Tr(xx∗) = Tr(yy∗) = 1.
We will also denote by L ⊂ C2n×2n the linearization space corresponding to K; that is,
L := {Y ∈ C2n×2n | y ∈ K} ,
where Y corresponds to y as in Eq. (20). Note that for Y1, Y2 ∈ L and for r1, r2 ∈ R, the matrix r1Y1 + r2Y2 is also
in L; that is, L is a vector space over the real numbers.
7Define
Gα(X) = Tr
[
X2α
]
. (21)
Then a key observation is that
Gα(X) = 2Qα(x) . (22)
Thus, in order to calculate the directional derivatives of Qα in K , we will first find the derivatives of Gα in L, and
then translate these calculations back to the space K.
Consider the point (x + ty)/
√
1 + t2 (here 0 < t ∈ R), in a neighbourhood of x. Recall from our discussion earlier
that Tr(xy∗) = 0 and assume the normalization Tr(xx∗) = Tr(yy∗) = 1. This point is mapped to (X + tY )/
√
1 + t2
in the space L. Moreover, the condition Tr(xy∗) = 0 is equivalent to the conditions Tr(XY ) = Tr(XY˜ ) = 0, where
Y˜ :=
[
0 iy
−iy∗ 0
]
. (23)
Now, note that
Gα
(
X + tY√
1 + t2
)
=
1
(1 + t2)α
Gα(X + tY ) = Gα(X + tY )− αt2Gα(X + tY ) +O(t4). (24)
Recall that x = diag{p1, ..., pn}. Hence, the eigenvalues of the matrix X are {λj}j=1,...,2n, where λj = √pj for
j = 1, ..., n, λj = −√pj−n for j = n+ 1, ..., 2n. We will be working with a basis in which X = diag{λ1, ..., λ2n}. In
this basis Y does not have the form given in Eq.(20). To understand the form of Y , we now discuss the diagonalization
of X .
Recall that the matrix x ∈ Cn×n is diagonal (the singular value decomposition theorem). In order to make X
diagonal we conjugate it with the following generalization of the Hadamard matrix:
diag{λ1, ..., λ2n} = UXU and U = 1√
2
[
I I
I −I
]
where I is the n× n identity matrix. Under this change of basis, Y takes the form
Y =
[
w −iz
iz −w
]
, (25)
where w and z are the n× n Hermitian matrices defined by y = w + iz, or equivalently:
w ≡ 1
2
(y + y∗) and z =
1
2i
(y − y∗) .
B. Taylor Expansion
In [11] the following analytic matrix Taylor expansion was given.
Theorem 6 ([11], Theorem 2). Let A,B ∈ Cn×n, and suppose A = diag(λ1, . . . , λn). If f : R→ C is real analytic on
an open neighborhood of the eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λn} of A, then
Tr[f(A+ tB)] = Tr[f(A)] + t
n∑
j=1
f ′(λj)[B]jj + t
2
n∑
j,k=1
f ′(λj)− f ′(λk)
2(λj − λk) [B]jk[B]kj +O(t
3) . (26)
Remark. The expansion above can be naturally generalized to higher than the second order, but second order suffices
for our present purposes. The second order coefficient involves a mixture of a genuine derivative and a difference
quotient of f . The expression must be interpreted by taking limits when there is division by 0; for example, when
λj = λk, the coefficient is
f ′(λj)− f ′(λk)
2(λj − λk) ≡
1
2
f ′′(λj) for λj = λk
agreeing with the normal Taylor expansion when n
8We would like to extend this Taylor expansion beyond the analytic category. To give meaning to the expression
f(A+ tB), we henceforth assume A,B are Hermitian, and then interpret this through functional (spectral) calculus.
We would like to apply (26) to the function f(x) = gα(x) ≡ x2α, which is C2 (for α > 1) but not analytic; we will see
that a version of (26) holds, but the error term will not generally be O(t3) but instead O(t2α) for 1 < α < 3/2.
Our approach is to study the function F (t) = Tr [f(A + tB)] as an ordinary calculus function, and apply the
single-variable version of Taylor’s theorem to it. We use the Kato–Rellich theorem (cf. [17, p. 122] see also [8]) on
eigenvalue perturbation, which says the following.
Theorem 7 (Kato, Rellich). Let (a, b) ⊂ R be an open interval, and let M : (a, b) → Cn×n be a Hermitian matrix-
valued real analytic function. Then there is a real analytic function U : (a, b)→ U(n,C) (the n× n unitary matrices)
and n real analytic functions µ1, . . . , µn : (a, b)→ R such that
M(t) = U(t)∗diag(µ1(t), . . . , µn(t))U(t).
Here, we call a matrix-valued function real analytic if all of its entries are standard C-valued real analytic functions.
The Kato–Rellich theorem thus states the remarkable fact that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a Hermitian matrix
M(t) all depend analytically on the parameter t, provided the entries of M(t) depend analytically on t.
Specializing to the case that M(t) = A+ tB where A = diag(λ1, . . . , λn), the Taylor series of the eigenvalue µj(t)
was computed in [11, Appendix A]; the result is
µj(t) = λj + t[B]jj + t
2
∑
k : λk 6=λj
1
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2 +O(t3). (27)
With this in hand, it is now straightforward to generalize Theorem 6 to the present case, where f is generally only a
little smoother than C2.
Theorem 8. Let (a, b) be an open interval in R, let 0 < ǫ < 1, and let f ∈ C2+ǫ(a, b), meaning that f ∈ C2(a, b) and
f ′′ is ǫ-Ho¨lder continuous on (a, b). Let A,B ∈ Cn×n be Hermitian matrices, with A = diag(λ1, . . . , λn). Then the
function F (t) = Tr [f(A+ tB)] is also in C2+ǫ(a, b), and
F (t) = Tr[f(A)] + t
n∑
j=1
f ′(λj)[B]jj + t
2
n∑
j,k=1
f ′(λj)− f ′(λk)
2(λj − λk) |[B]jk|
2 +O(t2+ǫ). (28)
Proof. By Theorem 7, the matrix A + tB can be diagonalized as A + tB = U(t)∗diag(µ1(t), . . . , µn(t))U(t) where
µ1, . . . , µn are analytic in t. By functional (spectral) calculus, f(A+ tB) is defined to be
f(A+ tB) = U(t)∗diag(f(µ1(t)), . . . , f(µn(t)))U(t)
and so
F (t) = Tr [f(A+ tB)] =
n∑
j=1
f(µj(t)).
Since the functions µj are analytic and f ∈ C2+ǫ(a, b), it follows that the functions f ◦ µj are in C2+ǫ(a, b), and
therefore so is their sum F . Therefore, from Taylor’s theorem
F (t) = F (0) + tF ′(0) +
1
2
t2F ′′(0) +O(t2+ǫ).
Indeed, to see this, use Taylor’s theorem to first order with mean value remainder: F (t) = F (0) + tF ′(0) + 12 t
2F ′′(ξ)
for some ξ ∈ [0, t]; but since F ′′ is ǫ-Ho¨lder continuous, |F ′′(ξ) − F ′′(0)| ≤ C|ξ − 0|ǫ ≤ Ctǫ for some constant C. So
1
2 t
2F ′′(ξ) = 12 t
2F ′′(0) +O(t2+ǫ) as required.
It remains only to compute the coefficients F (0), F ′(0), and F ′′(0), which we can now easily do using (27). First
we have
F (0) =
n∑
j=1
f(µj(0)) =
n∑
j=1
f(λj) = Tr [f(A)].
Next, applying the chain rule,
F ′(0) =
n∑
j=1
f ′(µj(0))µ
′
j(0) =
n∑
j=1
f ′(λj)[B]jj .
9Differentiating one more time, we have d
2
dt2 f(µj(t)) = f
′′(µj(t))(µ
′
j(t))
2 + f ′(µj(t))µ
′′
j (t). Setting t = 0 and summing
gives
F ′′(0) =
n∑
j=1

f ′′(λj)([B]jj)2 + 2f ′(λj) ∑
k : j 6=k
1
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2

 .
To see this has the form given in (28), denote by δ(j, k) = 0 if λj = λk, while δ(j, k) = 1 if λj 6= λk. Then
F ′′(0) =
n∑
j=1
f ′′(λj)([B]jj)
2 + 2
n∑
j,k=1
f ′(λj)
δ(j, k)
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2.
Break up the second sum into its two copies, and in the second one reverse the roles of j and k:
2
n∑
j,k=1
f ′(λj)
δ(j, k)
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2 =
n∑
j,k=1
f ′(λj)
δ(j, k)
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2 +
n∑
j,k=1
f ′(λk)
δ(j, k)
λk − λj |[B]kj |
2
=
n∑
j,k=1
δ(j, k)
f ′(λj)− f ′(λk)
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2
where in the second line we have used the fact that B is Hermitian, so |[B]jk| = |[B]kj |. Now, as noted above, if
λj = λk, we interpret the difference quotient to mean
f ′(λj)−f
′(λk)
λj−λk
≡ f ′′(λj). As such, if there is some j 6= k with
λj = λk, then this term will appear twice in the sum (once at the index (j, k), and again at the index (k, j)), with
opposite signs; hence, δ(j, k) is automatically accounted for whenever j 6= k, and so we have
F ′′(0) =
n∑
j=1
f ′′(λj)([B]jj)
2 +
∑
1≤j 6=k≤n
f ′(λj)− f ′(λk)
λj − λk |[B]jk|
2.
The first sum is precisely the missing diagonal terms from the second sum, owing to the fact that B is Hermitian and
so ([B]jj)
2 = |[B]jj |2. This completes the proof.
Remark. It is worth noting that an alternate proof is possible, avoiding the Kato-Rellich theorem, using Fourier
analysis and the useful identity that, for any C1 function h, the difference quotient can be written in the form
h(x)− h(y)
x− y =
∫ 1
0
h′(sx+ (1− s)y) ds.
This allows one to quickly recover the second order Taylor expansion of Tr [f(X + tY )] given in (28) for functions f
that are slightly smoother than C2 (functions f that are Fourier transforms of complex measures with finite absolute
second moment). This is an unnecessary technical restriction, but suffices to deal with the desired function f(x) = x2α
after a smooth cutoff, and it gives a little more motivation to explain why the mixed difference quotient derivative
appears in the Taylor expansion. For more details, see [18, Section 3].
We now use Theorem 8 to compute the Taylor expansion of the function Gα(X + tY ) in a neighbourhood of t = 0,
and use it to prove Lemma 3.
C. The first and second derivatives of Qα(x)
We summarize the statement of Lemma 3 in the following theorem, where we also include the first order derivative.
Theorem 9. Let ρ ≡ x2 = diag{p1, . . . , pn}. Decompose y = w + iz with w, z Hermitian. Then,
D1yQα(x) = αTr(wx
2α−1)
D2yQα(x) = 2α
[−Tr (ρα) + Tr (wΦ−ρ (w) + zΦ+ρ (z))] (29)
where Φ±ρ are defined in (7).
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Remark. The condition for x ∈ K to be critical is D1yQα(x) = 0 which is equivalent to Tr[(y∗ + y)x2α−1] = 0 for all
y ∈ K such that Tr(xy∗) = 0. Moreover, if x is critical then we also have D1iyQα(x) = 0 for all y ∈ x⊥ ⊂ K. Hence, if
x is critical we must have
Tr(y∗x2α−1) = Tr(yx2α−1) = 0 (30)
for all y ∈ x⊥ ⊂ K.
Proof. Since α > 1, the function gα(x) = x
2α is C2+ǫ(R) for any ǫ ≤ 2(α − 1). (We think of gα(x) = (x2)α, so
g′(x) = 2α(x2)α−1/2 and g′′(x) = 2α(2α − 1)(x2)α−1.) Therefore, we may apply Theorem 8 to the function f = gα,
with A = X and B = Y . Applying the expansion (28) to F (t) = Gα(X + tY ) = Tr [gα(X + tY )] gives
Gα(X + tY ) = Gα(X) + t
2n∑
j=1
g′α(λj)Yjj + t
2
2n∑
j,k=1
g′α(λj)− g′α(λk)
2(λj − λk) |Yjk|
2 +O(t2+ε). (31)
Recalling that λj =
√
pj for j = 1, ..., n, λj = −√pj−n for j = n+ 1, ..., 2n gives
2n∑
j=1
g′α(λj)Yjj = 2α
n∑
j=1
p
α−1/2
j wjj = 2αTr
(
x2α−1w
)
(32)
where we have used the form (25) of Y . Similarly, for the second terms in (31) we get
2n∑
j,k=1
g′α(λj)− g′α(λk)
2(λj − λk) |Yjk|
2
=
n∑
j,k=1
g′α(
√
pj)− g′α(√pk)√
pj −√pk |wjk|
2
+
n∑
j,k=1
g′α(
√
pj) + g
′
α(
√
pk)√
pj +
√
pk
|zjk|2 (33)
where we have used gα(−√pk) = −gα(√pk). Substituting g′α(√pj) = 2αpα−1/2j gives
2n∑
j,k=1
g′α(λj)− g′α(λk)
2(λj − λk) |Yjk|
2
= 2αTr
(
wΦ−ρ (w) + zΦ
+
ρ (z)
)
. (34)
Now, combining (24) with (28) to 0th order, we have
Gα
(
X + tY√
1 + t2
)
=
1
(1 + t2)α
Gα(X + tY ) = Gα(X + tY )− αt2Gα(X + tY ) +O(t4)
= Gα(X + tY )− αt2Gα(X) +O(t3)
and combining this with the full force of (28) yields
Gα
(
X + tY√
1 + t2
)
= Gα(X) + t2αTr
(
x2α−1w
)
+ αt2
[−Gα(X) + 2Tr (wΦ−ρ (w) + zΦ+ρ (z))]+O(t2+ε). (35)
Finally, since Qα(x) =
1
2Gα(X), we conclude
Qα
(
X + tY√
1 + t2
)
= Qα(x) + tαTr
(
x2α−1w
)
+ αt2
[−Qα(x) + Tr (wΦ−ρ (w) + zΦ+ρ (z))]+O(t2+ε). (36)
This completes the proof.
V. PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Consider the general form of y given in (3). Writing y = w + iz with w, z Hermitian, we therefore have
w = c1x
A ⊗ wB + c2wA ⊗ xB + c3w′
z = c1x
A ⊗ zB + c2ωA ⊗ xB + c3z′ (37)
11
where we decomposed yA = wA+ izA, yB = wB + izB, and y′ = w′+ iz′. Now substituting these into the formula (6)
of Lemma 3 for the second directional derivative of Qα gives
1
2α
D2yQα(x
A ⊗ xB) = −Tr
[(
ρA ⊗ ρB)α]+ c21Tr
[
xA ⊗ wBΦ−
ρA⊗ρB
(xA ⊗ wB) + xA ⊗ zBΦ+
ρA⊗ρB
(xA ⊗ zB)
]
+ c22Tr
[
wA ⊗ xBΦ−
ρA⊗ρB
(wA ⊗ xB) + zA ⊗ xBΦ+
ρA⊗ρB
(zA ⊗ xB)
]
+ c23Tr
[
w′Φ−ρA⊗ρB (w
′) + z′Φ+ρA⊗ρB (z
′)
]
+ cross terms
= c21D
2
xA⊗yBQα(x) + c
2
2D
2
yA⊗xBQα(x) + c
2
3D
2
y′Qα(x) + cross terms (38)
where in the last equality we have used the normalization c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3 = 1. The cross terms are all the elements that
have two distinct terms to the right and left of Φ±
ρA⊗ρB
. We now show that all these terms are zero if xA and xB are
critical points.
First, recall that w.l.o.g. we assume that both xA and xB are square diagonal matrices. Moreover, since they are
critical points we get from (30) that
Tr
[
wA(xA)2α−1
]
= Tr
[
zA(xA)2α−1
]
= 0 (39)
and
Tr
[
wB(xB)2α−1
]
= Tr
[
zB(xB)2α−1
]
= 0 . (40)
Next, note that
[
Φ±ρA⊗ρB (y)
]
jk,ℓm
= φAB±jk,ℓmyjk,ℓm where φ
AB±
jk,ℓm ≡
(pjqk)
α−1/2 ± (pℓqm)α−1/2
(pjqk)1/2 ± (pℓqm)1/2 (41)
where {pj} and {qk} are the eigenvalues of the diagonal matrices ρA ≡
(
xA
)2
and ρB = (xB)2. Note also that
ψAB±jk,ℓk = φ
A±
jℓ q
α−1
k and similarly φ
AB±
jk,jm = p
α−1
j φ
B±
km . Therefore, since x
A is diagonal we get
Φ±ρA⊗ρB (x
A ⊗ wB) = (xA)2α−1 ⊗ Φ±ρB (wB), (42)
and similarly
Φ±
ρA⊗ρB
(wA ⊗ xB) = Φ±
ρA
(wA)⊗ (xB)2α−1 . (43)
Therefore, computing the first cross terms,
Tr
[
xA ⊗ wBΦ−ρA⊗ρB (wA ⊗ xB)
]
= Tr
[
wA ⊗ xBΦ−ρA⊗ρB (xA ⊗ wB)
]
= Tr
[(
wA ⊗ xB) ((xA)2α−1 ⊗ Φ−
ρB
(wB)
)]
= Tr
[
wA
(
xA
)2α−1]
Tr
[
xBΦ−
ρB
(wB)
]
= 0 , (44)
where the first equality follows from the fact that Φ−
ρA⊗ρB
is self-adjoint, and the last one from (39). Next, the cross
terms
Tr
[
xA ⊗ wBΦ−
ρA⊗ρB
(w′)
]
= Tr
[
w′Φ−
ρA⊗ρB
(xA ⊗ wB)
]
= Tr
[
w′
((
xA
)2α−1 ⊗ Φ−
ρB
(wB)
)]
. (45)
To see that this term is also zero, recall the expression for y′ in (15). It gives
w′ =
y′ + y′∗
2
=
1
2
∑
i
ri
(
yAi ⊗ yBi + y∗Ai ⊗ y∗Bi
)
. (46)
Hence, the right hand side of (45) becomes
Tr
[
w′
((
xA
)2α−1 ⊗ Φ−ρB (wB)
)]
=
1
2
∑
i
ri Tr
[(
yAi ⊗ yBi + y∗Ai ⊗ y∗Bi
) ((
xA
)2α−1 ⊗ Φ−ρB (wB)
)]
=
1
2
∑
i
ri
(
Tr
[
yAi
(
xA
)2α−1]
Tr
[
yBi Φ
−
ρB
(wB)
]
+Tr
[
y∗Ai
(
xA
)2α−1]
Tr
[
y∗Bi Φ
−
ρB
(wB)
])
= 0 , (47)
where in the last equality we have used (30) for yAi and y
∗A
i . Using similar arguments for the final cross terms yields
Tr
[
wA ⊗ xBΦ−
ρA⊗ρB
(w′)
]
= Tr
[
w′Φ−
ρA⊗ρB
(wA ⊗ xB)
]
= 0 . (48)
Therefore, we have shown that all the cross terms of w in (38) are zero. Using similar arguments it follows that all
the cross terms of z are also zero. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
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VI. PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We will prove that Φ±ρA⊗ρB ≤ Ψ by showing it for the components. That is, we will show that φ±jk,ℓm ≤ ψjk,ℓm for
all indices j, k, ℓ,m; it is straightforward to verify that this is equivalent to the operator inequality for Haadamard
product operators. This componentwise inequality is equivalent to
(pjqk)
α−1/2 ± (pℓqm)α−1/2
(pjqk)1/2 ± (pℓqm)1/2 ≤
pαj − pαℓ
pj − pℓ
qαk − qαm
qk − qm . (49)
The following simple lemma shows that Φ±
ρA⊗ρB
≤ Ψ if and only if Φ−
ρA⊗ρB
≤ Ψ.
Lemma 10. Let r, s ≥ 0 and β ≥ 1. Then
rβ − sβ
r − s ≥
rβ + sβ
r + s
≥ 0. (50)
Proof. First suppose r 6= 0 and s 6= r. Dividing through by r and setting t = s/r, the desired inequalities are
1− tβ
1− t ≥
1 + tβ
1 + t
≥ 0. (51)
The second inequality is manifestly satisfied. It is also easy to see that 1−t
β
1−t ≥ 0 (in fact whenever β ≥ 0), simply by
considering the two cases t < 1 and t > 1. For the first inequality in (51), we simplify
1− tβ
1− t −
1 + tβ
1 + t
=
2t
1 + t
1− tβ−1
1− t (52)
and, by what we just showed, this is ≥ 0 as well.
Now, if s = r 6= 0, we interpret the terms by taking the limit s → r, which corresponds to t → 1, and so (51)
becomes β ≥ 1 ≥ 0, which is true given the assumptions of the lemma. Finally, if r = 0, then (50) is the true statement
1 ≥ 1 ≥ 0 if s 6= 0 (and similarly if s = 0, evaluated by taking the limit s→ 0). This concludes the proof.
Applying the above lemma to (49), with r =
√
pjqk and s =
√
pℓqm shows that it is sufficient to prove:
(pjqk)
α−1/2 − (pℓqm)α−1/2
(pjqk)1/2 − (pℓqm)1/2 ≤
pαj − pαℓ
pj − pℓ
qαk − qαm
qk − qm . (53)
We first contend with some degenerate cases. Suppose either pj = 0 or qk = 0; then the inequality reduces to
(pℓqm)
α−1 ≤ pα−1ℓ
qαk − qαm
qk − qm . (54)
If pℓ = 0 this holds vacuously as 0 ≤ 0; otherwise we divide through by pα−1ℓ , giving
qα−1m ≤
qαk − qαm
qk − qm . (55)
It is easy to verify that this holds true for all qm ≥ 0 and all α ≥ 1. Thus, (49) holds true in these degenerate
cases. We therefore assume pj , qk > 0. Henceforth, let s =
pℓ
pj
and t = qmqk . Dividing both sides of (49) through by
(pjqk)
α−1/2, our final goal is to prove the following.
Proposition 11. For all s, t ≥ 0 and α ≥ 1,
1− (st)α−1/2
1−√st ≤
1− sα
1− s
1− tα
1− t . (56)
The inequality is strict if α > 1 and at least one of s, t is > 0.
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Proof. Inequality (56) takes the form f(st) ≤ g(s)g(t) where
f(t) =
1− tα−1/2
1− t1/2 , g(t) =
1− tα
1− t . (57)
First consider the case s = t. We compute
g(t)2 − f(t2) = (1− t
α)2
(1− t)2 −
1− t2α−1
1− t =
(1− tα)2 − (1 − t)(1− t2α−1)
(1 − t)2 . (58)
The numerator simplifies to
(1− 2tα + t2α)− (1− t− t2α−1 + t2α) = −2tα + t+ t2α−1 = t(t2(α−1) − 2tα−1 + 1) = t(tα−1 − 1)2 ≥ 0. (59)
Thus, we know f(t2) ≤ g(t)2. We would like to conclude that f(st) ≤ g(s)g(t). Let r = √st; what we just proved
shows that
f(st) = f(r2) ≤ g(r)2 = g(√st)2. (60)
Therefore, to prove the desired inequality, it suffices to show that g(
√
st)2 ≤ g(s)g(t). Now, g is a positive function
of a positive variable, so we can define a new function h(ξ) = ln g(eξ), where ξ ∈ R. Then the requirement that
g(
√
st)2 ≤ g(s)g(t) becomes the statement that
h
(
1
2
(ξ + ζ)
)
≤ 1
2
(h(ξ) + h(ζ)) . (61)
Therefore, the proof will be complete once we show that h is convex.
To be explicit, the function h is
h(ξ) = ln
1− eαξ
1− eξ . (62)
The function is manifestly smooth for ξ 6= 0, and is continuous on R if we define its value at 0 to be the limit lnα.
Note also that
h(−ξ) = (1− α)ξ + h(ξ). (63)
Hence, it suffices to show that h is convex on (0,∞). On this domain, h(ξ) = ln(eαξ − 1)− ln(eξ − 1), and so
h′′(ξ) = − α
2eαξ
(eαξ − 1)2 +
eξ
(eξ − 1)2 . (64)
Our goal is to show that h′′(ξ) ≥ 0 for all ξ > 0. Note that h′′(ξ) = υ(1, ξ)− υ(α, ξ), where
υ(α, ξ) =
α2eαξ
(eαξ − 1)2 . (65)
Hence, to show the desired conclusion that h′′(ξ) ≥ 0 for all ξ > 0, it suffices to show that for each ξ > 0 the function
α 7→ υ(α, ξ) is decreasing. We compute the derivative
∂
∂α
υ(α, ξ) = −α e
αξ
(eαξ − 1)3 [(αξ − 2)e
αξ + αξ + 2]. (66)
The factor −α eαξ
(eαξ−1)3
is < 0. The remaining factor takes the form χ(αξ), where
χ(u) = (u − 2)eu + u+ 2. (67)
Elementary calculus shows that χ is smooth, χ′(u) = (u − 1)eu + 1, and χ′′(u) = ueu. In particular, χ(0) = χ′(0) =
χ′′(0) = 0. Since χ′′(u) > 0 for u > 0, χ′ is increasing on this domain, so χ′(u) > χ′(0) = 0. Thus χ is increasing,
and since χ(0) = 0, χ(u) ≥ 0. We conclude that ∂∂αυ(α, ξ) < 0 for α, ξ > 0, as desired, thus proving (56).
As to the strictness: (58) and (59) show that f(t2) < g(t)2 for t > 0 (the case s = t = 1 reduces (56) to 2α− 1 ≤ α2
which is strict for α > 1). Hence, we also get strictness in (56) whenever st 6= 0, thanks to (60). If only one of s, t is
0 (say s = 0 but t 6= 0), then (56) becomes 1 ≤ 1−tα1−t , which is easily verified to be strict for t > 0 and α > 1.
Remark. In fact, to conclude that the derivative in (66) is < 0 only needed α > 0. But since h′′α(ξ) = υ(1, ξ)−υ(α, ξ),
this means that for 0 < α < 1, the function hα is actually concave. Hence our proof of (56) fails in this regime. (This
does not, however, mean that (56) is necessarily false there.)
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that the minimum Renyi entropy output of a quantum channel with Reyni parameter α > 1 is locally
additive. This result extends the work of [11] from α = 1 to α > 1, and thereby demonstrates that local additivity
holds for a large class of entropy functionals. In [13] Hayden and Winter showed that there are counterexamples
for the global additivity conjecture for all Renyi entropies with α > 1. Hence, the current work complements their
result by showing that these counter examples corresponds to a global effect of quantum channels, and cannot be a
consequence of local properties of the channels involved.
In Appendix B of [9] (see also [11]), it was shown that both the local and global additivity conjectures are false
for all Renyi entropies over the real numbers. This in turn implies that a straightforward argument involving just
directional derivatives could not provide a proof of local additivity in the general complex case. Hence, our method to
prove local additivity strongly involved the complex structure. In particular, in (9) we use explicitly the assumption
that D2yQα(x
A) < 0 in both directions y = yA and y = iyA, where i =
√−1.
While both proofs of local additivity for α = 1 and α > 1 use explicitly the complex structure, they exhibit key
differences. The distinction follows from the fact that in the case α > 1 we essentially prove local multiplicativity of
the Qα functions, whereas in the von-Neumann case we prove local additivity. The later is somewhat more simple
since certain cross-terms cancel out due to the additivity property of the von-Neumann case. In particular, given
y =
∑
i riy
A
i ⊗ yBi ∈
(
xA
)⊥⊗ (xB)⊥, we had to show that D2yEα(xA⊗xB) > 0 (or equivalently D2yQα(xA⊗xB) < 0).
In the α > 1 case, this was done using the fact that D2yAEα(x
A) > 0 and D2yBEα(x
B) > 0 for any yA ∈ span{yAi }
and yB ∈ span{yBi }, respectively. On the other hand, in the case α = 1, all we needed to use is that D2yAi Eα(x
A) > 0
and D2
yBi
Eα(x
B) > 0 for all i. This simplification was possible in the α = 1 case since the additive nature of the
von-Neumann entropy led to the cancellation of the cross terms in the linear combination of y =
∑
i riy
A
i ⊗ yBi . This
cancellation does not occur in the α > 1 case, and instead we had to diagonalize the matrices A and B and use other
arguments (see Lemma 5 and the arguments below it).
Another key difference between the α = 1 case and the α > 1 case is related to Lemma 4. Lemma 4 in the limit
α → 1 does not reduce to the analogous lemma that was used in the α = 1 case. Again, the main reason for this
is the multiplicativity versus additivity properties of the α > 1 case and the α = 1 case, respectively. In particular,
Lemma 4 (or Proposition 11 that is used to prove Lemma 4) becomes trivial in the limit α → 1 and cannot be used
to prove local additivity for the case α = 1.
In both cases of α = 1 (see [11]) and α > 1 we had to assume that at least one of the two local minima is strict. The
main reason for that is that otherwise it seems to be possible that D2yEα(x
A ⊗ xB) = 0 (rather than strictly positive)
for some y ∈ (xA)⊥ ⊗ (xB)⊥. In order to study this case, one will need to study third and fourth order directional
derivatives which lead to very cumbersome expressions. It is therefore left open if local additivity holds in this case.
Finally, the case α < 1 was not studied in this paper since Lemma 4 fails to hold in this limit (in fact, in this case
we need a similar lemma with the inequality reversed, since we are interested in local minima and not local maxima
of Qα). Hence, the techniques used here can not be applied directly to this case, and we leave the study of this case
for future work.
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